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Values
Human Centric Values are a
distortion of the natural
order.
For centuries we have seen the world
thought our eyes. How can it serve
us. How can WE live forever, how can
WE escape sickness and death.
By seeing ourselves as outside of the
systems of life we have created the
catastrophe that well may be our
own death warrant.
Fortunately, nature is resilient and so
are we. Nature is also forgiving, but
to obtain her forgiveness we need to
realign our lives to the cycles and
rhythms of nature and Resilient
Values help us do that.

Kathryn Alexander, MA
I have been obsessed by values and
trying to better understand why people
do what they do – AND why it doesn’t
seem to work out as planned. I was
captivated by the work of Jane Jacobs
who posited two systems of values.
I developed the Resilient Value Set™
based on the work of Janine Benyus,
David Suzuki, Thomas Berry, Wendell
Berry, and others.
If we work with the values that sustain
LIFE– we can’t go wrong.
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The Resilient
Values Set™
Kathryn Alexander, MA

Regenerative
Every system we have is either failing or in dire need of repair. Those who wish to mimic nature
talk about the ability to regenerate new systems that are distributive and even ‘generous.’ This
means moving beyond zero waste to be able to contribute value to the community and the planet
in everything we do. We too, need to be regenerative! We offer assessment, coaching and courses
to help you move forward by aligning with the planet.

The Resilient Values Set®
I. Commitment

o Integrity of the Whole

III. Resilience

o Self-Making

o All Actions Create the Conditions
that Support Life

o Diversity

o Right Relationship

o Ecologies

o Humans are Intrinsic to the Web of
Life

II. Continuity

o Dynamic Stability

IV. Evolution
o Agency

o Future First

o Co0Creation

o Reciprocity

o Optimization

o Interdependence

o Experimentation

o Zero Waste

CONTACT ME
(509) 934-5930
These values are foundational and form
the context for most decision-making.
They inform leadership style, and culture.
They determine your living connection to
LIFE..
We offer:
Assessments for all three system
Coaching for a spiritual connection to the
Earth
Courses to make deep changes
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